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**Abstract:** We investigate and compare the performance of wavelength conversion for two different non-return-to-zero (NRZ) modulation formats at 40 Gb/s: on-off keying (OOK) and differential phase-shift keying (DPSK). To achieve wide wavelength coverage and integrability, we use a dual pump scheme exploiting four-wave mixing in semiconductor optical amplifiers. For phase stability, we use a quantum-dash mode-locked laser (QD-MLL) as a multi-wavelength source for the dual pumps, with tunability provided by the output filter. The significant sidelobes of the DPSK spectrum (relative to OOK) require the balancing of the pump proximity to the original signal (facilitating high conversion efficiency) with the signal degradation from the pump spectrum overlapping the converted DPSK signal. We achieve a conversion efficiency near –3.6 dB for OOK and –5.4 dB for DPSK across a 12 nm tuning range with low input powers (1 dBm). We measure bit error rate (BER) and obtain error-free transmission (BER < 10^{-9}) with a power penalty less than 2 dB for OOK and 3 dB for DPSK.
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1. Introduction

Future optical networks will adopt advanced modulation formats to increase bit rate and improve spectral efficiency [1]. The eventual introduction of coherent detection for reception will also facilitate innovations such as filterless networks. Adding wavelength conversion to the mix achieves the most flexible, dynamically-reconfigurable network [2–4]. Wavelength converters must be able to support both legacy intensity modulation systems and more challenging formats incorporating phase modulation.

Several wavelength conversion technologies have been proposed; however, semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) offer many advantages over other solutions, such as ultra-fast response time, cost-effectiveness, compactness and the possibility of photonic integration [5]. Four-wave mixing (FWM) in SOAs for wavelength conversion preserves both the signal phase and amplitude, hence offering compatibility across modulation formats, as well as supporting high bit rates [6–8]. The use of dual pumps provides wide tunability [9,10]. For example, a 100 nm tuning range was achieved in [11] with a quantum dot semiconductor optical amplifier.

We recently proposed a wavelength conversion scheme exploiting a quantum-dash mode-locked laser (QD-MLL) combined with a frequency selective filter to provide two tunable wavelength pumps for FWM in SOAs. This scheme offers wide wavelength coverage for conversion; it is tunable, modulation-format-independent and provides stable phase. Our previous experiment [12] demonstrated wavelength conversion of 10 Gb/s on-off keying (OOK) based on FWM in SOAs. We did not assess the conversion efficiency of our technique for phase modulated sources.

Tunability of wavelength converters is typically predicated upon tunable laser sources. Support of phase modulated signals with such sources can lead to elevated phase noise levels until the laser stabilizes following tuning [13–15]. The use of a multi-wavelength source based on QD-MLLs, combined with a tunable filter to select wavelengths, avoids this transient increase in laser phase noise. QD-MLLs are multi-wavelength sources that exhibit low-noise, high thermal stability, narrow linewidth, broad gain spectrum and reasonable output power [16]. The optical spectrum of the QD-MLLs presents multiple modes with spacing of 100 GHz, thus providing a gamut of wavelengths for the two pumps. Instead of two tunable lasers for pumps for wide spectral coverage, we proposed [12] the use of one multi-wavelength source and two tunable filters. As all concerned devices (tunable lasers, SOAs, tunable filters and QD-MLLs) can be integrated, we assume they are equal cost/complexity solutions.

In this paper we examine intensity modulated, OOK and differential phase shift keying (DPSK) signals. DPSK exhibits various advantages over conventional OOK, such as better receiver sensitivity, improved tolerance to chromatic dispersion, and robustness to optical filtering and fiber impairments [1,17–19]. We previously demonstrated high conversion efficiency of OOK at low pump powers when adopting a strategy of locating one pump as close as possible to the input signal while avoiding filtering effects on the converted signal. The significant sidelobes of the DPSK spectrum (relative to OOK), are aggravated during FWM and post-filtering, leading us to identify a modest penalty in bit error rate (BER) performance for DPSK. While DPSK was examined in [8] for a cascade, wide tunability and direct comparison of OOK and DPSK were not investigated.

We demonstrate wavelength conversion at 40 Gb/s based on FWM in an extremely nonlinear SOA (XN-SOA) with a QD-MLL as a dual pump source for OOK and DPSK signals. Wavelength conversion
is examined from a fixed input signal to a set of 16 output wavelengths with 100 GHz spacing, for a conversion range of 12 nm. Error-free transmission (BER below $10^{-9}$) with power penalty less than 2 dB for OOK and less than 3 dB for DPSK is observed. We obtain typical conversion efficiency of $-3.6$ dB for OOK and $-5.4$ dB for DPSK. Those values of conversion efficiency outperform previous reported results while requiring much lower pump powers [8,10]. In [10] many compromises were made to achieve polarization independence, at the cost of a bit error floor and extremely limited tuning range.

We establish the viability of our proposal to obtain good phase noise performance with QD-MLL pumps in an architecture that assures phase stability during tuning. In addition, the spectral efficiency we report is higher than previous reports in the literature, when combined with a wide tuning range and moderate pump power. We also highlight the particular challenges in achieving this performance when passing from OOK to DPSK modulation. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the structure and principle of operation of the proposed converter. In Section 3, we present the experimental setup. Experimental demonstrations and results are provided. We conclude the paper in Section 4.

2. Tunable Wavelength Converter Scheme

In this section we recap the structure and mode of operation of the proposed wavelength converter; a detailed description is available in [12]. As illustrated in Figure 1a, the signal is combined with two pumps and input to a SOA optimized for nonlinear operation. The output of the SOA is filtered to choose the FWM product at the desired wavelength. The two pumps are supplied by a QD-MLL filtered by two bandpass tunable optical filters. Our experimentation examines the static performance of wavelength conversion, hence filters are tuned manually.

The QD-MLL laser structure is grown by gas source molecular beam epitaxy on S-doped (100) InP wafer. The active area consists of 6 InAs-based QD layers. QD-MLLs provide multi-wavelength sources that have low-noise, high thermal stability, narrow linewidth (10 MHz), broad gain spectrum, reasonable output power and cost [16]. QD-MLLs can operate in active mode-locking from 10 GHz to 20 GHz and 40 GHz and at higher repetition rates (above 100 GHz) in passive mode locking. One of the most interesting features of QD-MLL lasers is that passive mode-locking can be easily achieved without any saturable absorber. The cavity length of the QD-MLL defines the channel spacing. To achieve 100-GHz channel spacing for WDM comb generation, a cavity length of 420 $\mu$m was used as in our experiment.

Figure 1b depicts the measured optical spectrum for the laser operated in the passive mode-locking or free-running condition; the applied current to the active region was 250 mA. Due to mode-locking, a flat and wide spectrum centered at 1550 nm is observed. Sixteen optical modes are available within the 3 dB optical bandwidth of 12.8 nm (1549.9 nm to 1562.7 nm) and can be used as pumps.

An exhaustive review of the characteristics of the QD-MLL is available in [16], including its applicability to all-optical clock recovery, millimeter wave generation, and WDM transmission. The linewidth of the QD-MLL is an important parameter for advanced modulation format systems. The QD-MLL linewidth of the laser we used was measured using a self-heterodyne technique [20]. The linewidth of each optical mode of the QD-MLL is approximately 10 MHz. In our experiments the linewidth of the original, unconverted signals is 100 kHz. We did not observe any significant spectral broadening after wavelength conversion.
Figure 1. (a) Tunable wavelength converter, (b) quantum-dash mode-locked laser (QD-MLL) spectrum.

For a parallel polarization dual-pump configuration, the two pumps and signal are aligned in polarization before entering the SOA. As seen in the cartoon spectra in Figure 1a, nonlinear beating generates two copies of the signal (without phase conjugation) having the same polarization state as the signal with a precise conversion detuning \[ \Delta \lambda = |\lambda_{\text{pump}_1} - \lambda_{\text{pump}_2}| \]; the lower wavelength copy in red will be filtered out, while the upper wavelength copy in red will be retained as the output converted wavelength. The conversion detuning is equal to the pump detuning \( \Delta \lambda = |\lambda_{\text{pump}_1} - \lambda_{\text{pump}_2}| \); illustrated with thin horizontal black lines with double arrows in Figure 1a. We define the conversion range as the maximum achievable conversion detuning. To maximize conversion efficiency the first pump is set as close to the signal as possible, while the second pump is swept allowing wavelength conversion of the signal over a wide conversion range.

While all signals are maintained at the same optical power level at the input of the XN-SOA, the powers of the converted signals differ at the output because of the FWM efficiency fluctuation. Different experimental demonstrations for wavelength conversion with dual pumps having polarizations aligned with the input signal in non-linear SOAs appear in the literature \[10,21–23\], reporting conversion efficiency as a function of the small signal gain of the SOA, the SOA polarization sensitivity, the input signal powers and the detuning between the pump and the signal. We select power levels and adequate spacing between the signal and first pump that provide very good FWM efficiency and OSNR level as discussed in the next sections.
3. Experimental Demonstration

In this section, we investigate the use of one QD-MLL as a multi-wavelength laser pump to generate FWM products in XN-SOA (CIP XN OEC 1550). In [12], we reported a comparison of the performance of the XN-SOA with two other commercial SOAs (CIP NL OEC 1550 and Covega 1117 SOA). The XN-SOA greatly outperformed the other two models examined. The higher gain and saturation power leads to the XN-SOA offering the best FWM efficiency [24], and it is our choice for experiments reported here. We compare the performance of the proposed wavelength converter for OOK and DPSK. We demonstrate wavelength conversion over a 12 nm conversion range and BER measurements for 16 channels. Conversion efficiency, optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) and power penalty for both modulation formats are reported and compared.

3.1. Experimental Setup

Figure 2 gives the experimental setup of a 40 Gb/s non-return-to-zero (NRZ) system. The transmitter is comprised of a 40 Gb/s pattern generator that generates a length $2^{31} - 1$ pseudo random bit sequence, an external cavity laser source with 100 kHz linewidth. The 40 Gb/s LiNbO$_3$ Mach-Zehnder external modulator generates NRZ-OOK and NRZ-DPSK data by changing the bias point and the data voltage. The optical bandpass filter (Filter$_5$, 0.7 nm) is used to reduce amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise.

The output spectrum of the QD-MLL is split by a $1 \times 2$ coupler, amplified and then filtered (Filter$_1$, Filter$_2$, 0.25 nm) to select two modes of the QD-MLL, forming pumps P1 and P2. ASE is suppressed by Filter$_3$ and Filter$_4$ (0.7 nm). The two pumps are polarization aligned with the 40 Gb/s modulated data and all three signals are injected into the XN-SOA using a 14 coupler.

The XN-SOA used for FWM has a small signal gain of 33 dB, gain variation $< 1$ dB with input polarization, and 15 dBm output saturation power at 550 mA bias current. At the output of the XN-SOA, the converted signal is selected using a manually tuned optical bandpass filter (Filter$_6$, 0.25 nm). The 3-dB bandwidth of the filter is narrower than the signal bandwidth, but as the filter has slow roll-off, performance is little impacted. Optical isolators are used to prevent reflections.

**Figure 2.** Setup for wavelength conversion of 40 Gbit/s on off keying (OOK) and differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) signals.
Our receiver is composed of an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to amplify the selected signal, an optical bandpass filter to reduce ASE noise and a variable optical attenuator to adjust the received optical power. A delay-interferometer (DLI) converts the phase modulation into intensity modulation when using DPSK. A 1:4 electronic demultiplexing stage after photodetection is used to demultiplex the 40 Gb/s bit stream down to a rate compatible with our BER analyzer.

We measure OSNR, conversion efficiency, and BER over a wide tuning range by fixing the input signal and first pump wavelengths, and sweeping the second pump over the 16 available wavelengths. We measure the conversion efficiencies for three values of input signal and first pump wavelengths while again sweeping the second pump over the 16 available wavelengths. This gives us the possibility to vary the pump detuning value from 0.8 nm to 12 nm for OOK, and 1.6 nm to 12.8 nm for DPSK.

3.2. Experimental Results

Our figure of merit is conversion efficiency, defined here as the ratio between the power of the converted signal at the output of the XN-SOA (measured at point C of Figure 2) and the input power of the original signal (measured at point B). In our experiment, the power of the pumps is set to 1 dBm, while the power of signal is set to $-0.5 \text{ dBm}$ and $2.5 \text{ dBm}$ for OOK and DPSK modulation, respectively. As the DPSK signal is constant envelope, this equates to equal peak power for OOK and DPSK. This operating point was found to yield optimal conversion efficiency for OOK in [12].

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** (a) DPSK spectrum, pump detuning $\Delta \lambda = 1.4$ nm; zoom on conversion products for (b) OOK with $\Delta \lambda = 0.9$ nm, DPSK with (c) $\Delta \lambda = 0.9$ nm, and (d) $\Delta \lambda = 1.4$ nm.

Conversion efficiency is highest when keeping detuning between pump1 and the input signal as small as possible. The detuning $\Delta \lambda$ between $\lambda_{\text{Sig}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{pump1}}$ is set to 0.9 nm for OOK, as in [12]. Maintaining adequate separation between the second pump and the signal conjugate (spacing equal to $\Delta \lambda$) constrains proximity: the tunable output filter must remove all but the desired conjugate signal. The DPSK signal has significantly higher sidelobes than the OOK signal, requiring greater separation. In Figure 3a we present the entire output spectrum of the XN-SOA for an input DPSK signal and detuning of $\Delta \lambda = 1.4$ nm when converting input $\lambda_1 = 1548.5$ nm to output $\lambda_{15} = 1560.5$ nm. We see good separation between pump2 and the wavelength converted (WC) signal. Note that in the DPSK case, the...
pump2 has acquired a spectrum considerably more broadened by beating with the DPSK signal than the OOK case (contrast with Figure 3b). In Figure 3b, c, and d we zoom in on pump2 and WC for three separate cases. In Figure 3b we have an OOK signal and in Figure 3c DPSK, both for $\Delta \lambda = 0.9$ nm. While both operate at 40 Gb/s, for OOK the WC signal and the pump are well separated, while the DPSK WC signal has significant overlap with pump2. Even when using tight filtering of the WC signal, the power from the sidelobes of pump2 deteriorate the optical signal to noise ratio. Sweeping wavelength separation, we found that a separation of $\Delta \lambda = 1.4$ nm (shown in Figure 3d) optimized conversion efficiency.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** (a) Conversion efficiency (dB), input at $\lambda_1$, (b) converted signal optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) (dB/0.1 nm) for OOK and DPSK, and (c) spectrum for OOK conversion from $\lambda_1$ to $\lambda_3$.

The measured conversion efficiency versus the wavelength of the converted signal is depicted in Figure 4a. We achieve conversion efficiency greater than $-4.4$ dB for OOK and greater than $-6.1$ dB for
DPSK within the measured conversion range of 12 nm. The OSNR, as measured at point C of Figure 2, is defined as the ratio of the signal peak power and the noise power level. The conversion efficiency depends on the detuning values between the signal and the closest pump as demonstrated in [11]. Therefore, the conversion efficiency value for DPSK is lower than for OOK because the detuning between the signal and the closest pump is larger for DPSK.

We express all the OSNR values in the reference resolution bandwidth of 0.1 nm and present measured results in Figure 4b. The measured OSNR at the output of the XN-SOA is greater than 27 dB for OOK and greater than 30 dB for DPSK throughout the wavelength range. We notice that for OOK, the OSNR decreases for output wavelengths $\lambda_3 = 1550.6$ nm and $\lambda_4 = 1551.4$ nm. This results from a second type of constraint on placement of signal and pump. Consider conversion when input and output signals are closely packed. Unlike the example in Figure 3a, pump1 must be set at a wavelength lower than input $\lambda_1$ to leave space for the output signal at a wavelength just above that of the input signal. When converting to $\lambda_3$, the output wavelength is nested between the two pumps as seen in Figure 4c, leading to OSNR degradation. It appears that the broadened pump1 deteriorates the OSNR. Clearly optimizing the position of the pump wavelengths (left/right of input and/or output signals) could lead to further improvement, while requiring slightly more pump wavelengths.

Previous studies [8,10] demonstrated conversion efficiency below $-8$ dB: $-10$ dB for OOK and $-11.5$ dB for DPSK in [10] and $-8$ dB in [8]. Pump powers were high, 7 dBm in [8] and $P_{P_1} = 10.5$ dBm and $P_{P_2} = 6.5$ dBm for OOK and $P_{P_1} = 11$ dBm and $P_{P_2} = 7$ dBm for DPSK in [10]. We achieve higher conversion efficiency ($-3.6$ dB in average for OOK and $-5.4$ dB for DPSK) with an OSNR of $\sim 31.3$ dB/0.1 nm for OOK and $\sim 32.1$ dB/0.1 nm for DPSK on average at pump powers below 1 dBm. The improvement is most likely due to the smaller detuning between the signal and first pump in our experiments. In [10] a detuning of 6.6 nm was used in order to achieve polarization independence, but at the cost of a bit error floor and extremely limited tuning range. In [8] the detuning was 1.6 nm, but a different SOA was used and operating points were chosen to optimize performance in a cascade of 10 wavelength conversions; tuning range was not examined and only a single pump was used.

The conversion efficiency for 48 separate experiments over 12 nm tuning range is reported in Table 1 for OOK and DPSK. We consider 16 wavelengths for OOK ($\lambda_{Sig} = 1549$ nm for original signal and $\lambda_{WC}$ from 1549.8 nm to 1561 nm for the converted signals) and for DPSK ($\lambda_{Sig} = 1548.5$ nm for original signal and $\lambda_{WC}$ from 1550.1 nm to 1561.3 nm for the converted signals). The conversion efficiency for the converted signals shown in Figure 3a is reported in the first row of Table 1. From the first row of Table 1, the conversion efficiency fluctuates by 1.3 dB for OOK and 1.2 dB for DPSK with best case: $-3.1$ dB for OOK and $-4.9$ dB for DPSK; and worst case: $-4.4$ dB for OOK and $-6.1$ dB for DPSK.

We have an average conversion efficiency of $-3.5$ dB for OOK (and $-5.6$ dB for DPSK) for $\lambda_8$ and $-3.8$ dB for OOK (and $-5.7$ dB for DPSK) for $\lambda_{16}$, we expect that approximate values are achievable for the other wavelengths. For the 48 performed measurements, we achieve high conversion efficiency with an average value of $-3.6$ dB for OOK and $-5.6$ dB for DPSK. The maximum/minimum values for CE are $-2.6/-4.9$ dB and $-5.1/-6.7$ dB, for OOK and DPSK, respectively. The standard deviation is 0.2 dB for both OOK and DPSK. We notice that the values for conversion efficiency do not degrade with a wider conversion range. Using 16 pump wavelengths, we could theoretically cover an even wider tuning range (12 nm) to achieve 240 conversions over 16 channels. The conversion efficiency depends
on the detuning values between the signal and the closest pump as demonstrated in [12]. Therefore, the conversion efficiency value for DPSK is lower than for OOK because the detuning between the signal and the closest pump is larger for DPSK.

Table 1. Absolute value of conversion efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\lambda_1$</th>
<th>$\lambda_2$</th>
<th>$\lambda_3$</th>
<th>$\lambda_4$</th>
<th>$\lambda_5$</th>
<th>$\lambda_6$</th>
<th>$\lambda_7$</th>
<th>$\lambda_8$</th>
<th>$\lambda_9$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{10}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{11}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{12}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{13}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{14}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{15}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{16}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OOK</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPSK</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOK</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPSK</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOK</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPSK</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Bit error rate vs. receiver input power for 16 wavelength conversions: (a) OOK for conversion range from 0.8 nm to 12 nm, (b) DPSK for conversion range from 1.6 nm to 12.8 nm.

BER measurements are performed over a 12 nm conversion range covering 16 channels with 100 GHz spacing as shown in Figure 4. Results for BER vs. received optical power (measured at point D of Figure 2) are presented in Figure 5, with OOK reported in Figure 5a and DPSK in Figure 5b. Due to the copolarized dual pump configuration, the system is optimized for each converted wavelength using the polarization controllers to maximize the pump alignment. The power penalty at BER of $10^{-9}$ is used as a measure of the system performance degradation by the wavelength conversion process. Moderate power penalty is measured as the original signal is successively converted into the 16 new wavelengths for both OOK and DPSK (lower than 2 dB for OOK and lower than 3 dB for DPSK). Comparing Figure 4a with BER results, we see the same trends from conversion efficiency repeated in the BER results.
Finally, we examine OSNR for conversion to $\lambda_9$ ($\lambda_{WC} = 1555.4$ nm for OOK, $\lambda_{WC} = 1555.7$ nm for DPSK). We report measured output OSNR versus the input OSNR in Figure 6a, observing a linear relationship between the input and output OSNR as expected. We also study the impact of the input OSNR degradation on the conversion efficiency. We observe a conversion efficiency degradation with decreasing input OSNR that is less than 2 dB for OOK and less than 1 dB for DPSK, as shown in Figure 6b.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have proposed and experimentally demonstrated an all-optical modulation-format and high bit-rate transparent wavelength conversion at the 40 Gbit/s using a QD-MLL as a dual pump source and FWM in an XN-SOA. A performance comparison of the OOK and DPSK signals using the proposed wavelength converter is reported. We reported error-free signal conversion over 16 channels with 100 GHz spacing for both OOK and DPSK with moderate power penalty (less than 2 dB for OOK and than 3 dB for DPSK). The high conversion efficiency values were obtained at relatively low input pump powers over a wide wavelength range. We demonstrated that optical SOA wavelength converters, transparent to bit rates and modulation formats, are very good and viable solutions for next generation optical communication networks. The significant sidelobes of the DPSK spectrum (relative to OOK), leading to a modest power penalty (1 dB) for DPSK relative to OOK.
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